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Abstract: Recent research on Brazilian Portuguese (BP) is abundant. Compared to
European Portuguese (EP), speakers of BP have created new structures in different
fields of deixis. This chapter examines spatial, temporal and personal deixis, empha-
sizing the first and the last of these, as they clearly indicate processes of language
change. Latin structures still used in EP were changed into two-term systems in BP,
and in the paradigm of personal pronouns, a gente ‘we’, lit.: ‘the people’, was
introduced, and the paradigm itself looks comparatively simplified. These two aspects
may be of special interest for researchers of general linguistics, namely typologists,
creolists and others. In a short introduction, we embed our chapter in the broader
context of research on BP compiled in Brazil and elsewhere. These results are mainly
based on data collection and a growing expertise in corpus linguistics gained during
recent decades, which led not only to the publication of abundant monographs, but
also to several reference books.
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1 Brazilian Portuguese: paving the way

Until quite recently, students of Brazilian schools were instructed using textbooks and
grammars based on the norm of European Portuguese (EP). However, we not only find
important structural differences in the use of deixis, but also in phonetics, phonology,
grammar, and vocabulary, which is mirrored by the lemmas in the dictionaries.
Research on the spoken Brazilian standard started in the late 1970s, embedded in the
larger context of the Pan Latin American project on the norma culta. The Proyecto de
Estudio de la Norma Urbana Lingüística Culta aimed to study the use of Spanish by
well-educated urban professionals1 (see Lope Blanch 1964/1967; 1986), whereas a
large group of linguists from the universities of Brazil contributed to the research
project of studying the Norma Urbana Lingüística Culta (NURC; see the volumes edited
on the Português Culto Falado no Brasil ‘Portuguese spoken in the cities of Brazil by
cultivated professionals’: Castilho/Preti 1986; 1987; Preti/Urbano 1988; 1990; Castilho
1989; 1990; Callou 1992; Callou/Lopes 1993; 1994; Motta/Rollemberg 1994; Hilgert

1 The researchers took the language use of so called cultivated people (see below) living in the capitals
or other big cities, who are considered to speak in a prestigious way, as starting point: cultivated urban
language norm.



1997; Marques 1996; Preti 1993; 1997; 1998; 2000; Sá/Cunha/Lima/Oliveira 1996;
Zapparoli/Camlong 2002). The observation that the written standard is different from
the spoken language, even from the one spoken by so-called cultivated people, is not
a phenomenon characterizing Brazilian Portuguese (BP), but a widespread or even
universal one.

“Characteristic of written standards is that they are prototypically used in formal situations. This
lends written standards a solemn character. The linguistic echo of this solemn character is that
written standards tend to display an archaic character in the sense that they exhibit character-
istics no longer present in any kind of ‘cultivated’ speech. Not infrequently, written languages
continue to encode grammatical distinctions that have disappeared from the spoken varieties
completely” (Marle 1997, 14).

This insight was shared not only by linguists, but by society as a whole, which was
striving for social progress. Giving its own language a unique face representing a
shared norm of speaking has been important for the nation-building process. The
support has been significant and made the intensive research and the establishment
of large networks possible. The collective efforts materialized in the form of an
immense database, a huge documentation of spoken BP ready for transcription,
description and interpretation of its structures regarding all aspects of language use.2

The grammar of spoken BP has subsequently been built based on these data repre-
senting the urban norm:

“O Projeto de Gramática do Português Falado [..] reuniu entre 1988 e 2000 cerca de 32 pesquisa-
dores, ligados a 12 universidades brasileiras, distribuídos pelos seguintes G[rupos] de T[rabalho]:
(1) Fonética e Fonologia […] [coord. João Antônio de Moraes / Maria Bernadete Marques Abaurre];
(2) Morfologia Derivacional e Flexional […] [coord. Margarida Basílio / Ângela Cecília de Souza
Rodrigues]; (3) Sintaxe das Classes de Palavras […] [coord. Rodolfo Ilari / Maria Helena de Moura
Neves]; (4) Sintaxe das Relações Gramaticais […] [coord. Fernando Tarallo / Mary Aizawa Kato];
(5) Organização Textual-Interativa […] [coord. Ingedore Grunfeld Villaça Koch]” (Castilho 2005,
6s.).

ʻThe project on grammar of spoken portuguese […] brought about 32 researchers belonging to 12
Brazilian universities together.ʼ3

The working groups included 32 researchers and involved the following: (1) Phonetics
and Phonology; (2) Derivational and Flexional Morphology; (3) Syntax; (4) Syntax of
Grammatical Relations; (5) Textual-Interactional Organization. Parallel to the ongoing
research, preliminary results were published in several volumes, and from 2000

2 The curiosity of Brazilian linguists was not restricted to the norma culta. At the same time, parallel to
the “national” corpus, data to compile corpora of popular BP were elicited. For example, the projects
CENSO (Varo et al.) and PEUL (cf. Naro et al.) were interested in the language use of the people living
in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro; http://www.letras.ufrj.br/peul/censo80.html.
3 The translation of the second part is provided in a paraphrased form starting right below the main
body.
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onwards the findings crystallized in the Gramática do Português Culto Falado no
Brasil: vol. 1: Construção do Texto Falado (Koch/Jubran 2006), vol. 2: Classes de
palavras e processos de construção (Ilari/Moura Neves 2008), vol. 3: Construção da
sentença (Kato/Nascimento 2009), vol. 4: Palavras de classe fechada (Ilari 1996),
vol 7: Construção fonológica da palavra (Abaurre 2013). The main organizer of the two
aforementioned projects, Ataliba T. de Castilho, published his Nova Gramática do
Português Brasileiro in 2010. Two years later the Pequena Gramática do Português
Brasileiro (Castilho/Vanda 2012) was published, and represents the desired manual
for teachers and students at an advanced level who are engaged in understanding and
teaching the norms of the Brazilian standard. Rooted in this background, we examine
the primary topic of our chapter on four fields of deixis: space, time, person and
discourse.

2 Spatial Deixis

As opposed to European Portuguese (↗11 European Portuguese), which maintains the
Latin structure of three demonstratives este : esse : aquele – including their respective
forms according to gender and number – most Brazilian speakers abstain from using
the first term (esse : aquele). In cases of emphasis and for the sake of avoiding
ambiguity, the demonstratives may be combined with spatial adverbs. These combi-
nations are similar to the ones conventionalized in contemporary French (↗6 French;
cf. ↗23 From Old French and Middle French to Contemporary French; ↗22 From Latin
and Vulgar Latin to Romance Languages) and some of the Latin American Varieties of
Spanish (↗10.1 Spanish Varieties of Latin America 1: South America; ↗10.2 Spanish
Varieties of Latin America 2: Mexico and Central America). Some data observed in
specific action-embedded contexts could even lead to the assumption that a three-
term system is reestablished by bringing esse aqui : esse aí : aquele N lá into opposi-
tion [N for noun] (cf. Jungbluth 2005, 159). However, the data rooted in a qualitative
research design should be complemented by a quantitative study, as there is a lot of
variation, not only between different speakers, but also in the use of one and the same
speaker on different occasions. The broad range of realizations is not surprising, as
the adult speakers are in doubt about the right choices. The rules they were taught at
school reflecting the norms of EP (see section 1) do not align with the ones they
experienced during their first language acquisition in Brazil. Additionally, confusion
also occurs between written BP, which continues to use the elder three-term-system
este : esse : aquele, for example in correspondence este refers to the place of the
sender whereas esse to the one of the receiver, and the two-term system characteristic
of spoken language use of BP speakers (cf. Castilho 1993; Jungbluth 2005, 198s.).

Exclamations like “Muito bom esse aí e [.] aquele prato lá!” ‘Excellent this [dish]
here [in the middle] and [.] that dish [there]’ (adapted from corpus BBRARATTOOLLII, TA1504;, TA1504;
cf. Jungbluth 2005) show part of the usage emphasizing the distance parameter.
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Usually, a side-by-side positioning of the interlocutors favors this choice. However,
there are other contexts where the first term is used in a person-oriented way,
denoting the space of discourse belonging to the speaker and her or his interlocu-
tor(s). “Acabaram de chegar essas [calças em malha].” ‘These [leggings] just arrived’
(corpus NNELFEELFE, UFPE, UFPE Interação No. 8). The basic opposition expressed by spatial
deictics, e.g. demonstratives in Brazilian Portuguese (BP), contrasts the inside space –
as exemplified in the example just mentioned – with the outside space surrounding
the participants involved in conversation. The boundaries between the two spaces are
formed by the backs of the interlocutors facing each other.

Mattoso Câmara (1971) was one of the first to observe ongoing language change in
his mother tongue. He recognizes the impact of this process of the drifting apart of BP
from EP.4 According to him, there are three motives for the restructuring of the
paradigm of demonstratives (↗15 Structuralism), which ends up in the disappearance
of the first term este (Mattoso Câmara 1971, 330). Whereas the syntactic motive shows
interference between the highly frequent anaphoric (esse) and deictic use (este), the
phonological analogy between the two terms may favor their contamination. The third
motive is semantically driven, says the Brazilian linguist, who defends a positive
evaluation of the newly established twofold structure mirroring the creativity of its
users.5 He even considers the two-term system esse : aquele to be in alignment with
the structures used in other prestigious Western languages (↗21 Typology). We agree,
but his argument seems to us to be rooted in language contact (↗24 Language Change
and Language Contact; ↗13 Creoles), especially with regard to the migrants and
autochthonous people speaking BP as their second language. The same processes
may be observed in zones of intensive language contact along the border between
Brazil on the one side, and Uruguay or Paraguay on the other.

The following two tables show the different uses of the demonstratives in BP in
conversation. Either the construction of space may be rooted in the persons participat-
ing in the conversation themselves, or it may stem from a conception where proximity
and distance play a crucial role. Whereas speaker and hearer are positioned face-to-
face in the first case, a side-by-side position usually accompanies the distance-
oriented use.

Table 1: Person-oriented use of demonstratives in Brazilian Portuguese

inside outside

esse aquele

speaker-side hearer-side

esse aqui esse aí

4 For processes of merging versus drifting apart cf. Hinskens/Kallen/Taeldeman (2000).
5 The contemporary context of conflict about the correct language use can be seen in his effort to reject
the reproach that speakers in Brazil abandon the complex Latin system and use amore simple one.
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The contrast puts the outside in contrast to the inside space, which may be further
divided into speaker- and a hearer-side subspaces. In contexts where these spaces
belonging to the interlocutors are made relevant, the two-term system is accompanied
by spatial adverbs. The history of Romance Languages shows many examples where
these combinations became obligatory over time, thus becoming part of the paradigm
itself (↗6 French;↗22 From Latin and Vulgar Latin to Romance Languages;↗23 From
Old French and Middle French to Contemporary French; ↗24 Language Change and
Language Contact).

Regarding the hearer-side space, data rooted in face-to-back conversations have
been shown to be productive. They are performed in certain teacher-student commu-
nication, or instruction between trainers and trainees. Both are looking in the same
direction, while the teacher is monitoring the activities of the student. Looking over
her or his shoulders, the expert commands her or him to perform certain operations at
the desk, screen or keyboard of a computer, or other working area. Taking into
consideration the turned-away position of the hearer, and the space in front of her or
him, the instructor is inclined to build his language use on the construction of a
separate space belonging to the hearer. This naturally performed interaction is ex-
tremely favorable for documenting references to the hearer-side space, which should
be elicited regularly during research on deixis.

The second table shows the distance-oriented use of demonstratives in BP.
Typically, the interlocutors take a side-by-side position, as for example when standing
at a viewpoint and regarding the landscape, or in several sporting activities.

Table 2: Distance-oriented use of demonstratives in Brazilian Portuguese

proximal medium distal

esse esse aí aquele
aquele+ NOUN+ lá (optional)

3 Temporal Deixis

Temporal relations may be expressed as referentially autonomous, anaphoric or
deictic in any language (cf. for Portuguese Móia/Alves 2013, 16.1.4 among others).
Only the latter is a subject of this section. For the sake of strengthening coherence, we
give continuity to the deictic forms focused upon so far. Therefore, we concentrate on
the demonstratives expressing time deixis first, and will present the temporal adverbs
later on.

With regard to the transfer from space to time, the latter being far less accessible
to humans (↗19 Cognitive Linguistics), we observe the same decline in the use of the
first term of the paradigm of demonstratives in BP as shown for space in the previous
section. Data on popular language use, and on spoken BP by urban cultivated people
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alike, show that the combination of the second term for reference to the present is
frequent, and even the close future may be observed in the following data “[ela] acaba
esse ano” ‘She [will] finish[es] this year’ (verb in present tense) and “vai se formar
engenheiro esse ano” ‘He will finish his career as an engineer this year’ (BBRARATTOOLLII;; cf.
Jungbluth 2005). The aspectual use of the periphrasis, including the verb ir ‘go’ in its
finite verb form of 3rd person present, followed by the verb formar ‘train, educate’,
together with the demonstrative esse express the (close) future. The same demonstra-
tive esse may be used for referring to the past: “minha menina tinha un ano nessa
época” ‘My daughter was one year old at that time’ (BBRARATTOOLLII, cf. Jungbluth 2005). The
demonstrative aquele may be used with the same noun (época ‘epoch’, glossed by
‘time’ in the example before and the following one): “Mas para mim, naquela época,
era tudo muito natural.” ‘But for me in that time everything was very natural to me’
(PPEULEUL 1999, 228; see DATA 7 shown in Section 5 below). The two uses seem to be
rooted in the closeness or remoteness of the time imagined, where the latter may be
modified to match the first due to emotional involvement.

“Esse e aquele exprimem tempo passado (esse, passado próximo; aquele, distante): Visitei Belô
pela primeira vez em 1970. Nesse (ou naquele) tempo, eu morava no Recife”.
ʻEsse (this) and aquele (that) express past tense (esse recent past; aquele distant): I visited Belô for
the first time in 1970. In esse/aquele (that) time, I lived in Recifeʼ (Diario de Pernambuco, Miquel
Paiva 19.9.2000; B4; cf. Jungbluth 2000; own translation).

Aside from the demonstratives determining a NP (noun phrase), temporal adverbs
play an important role listed in the following table:

Table 3: Time deixis by use of temporal adverbs and of demonstratives determining NPs

past present future

adverbs ontem hoje/agora amanha

demonstratives aquele/esse esse esse

Of course, there are other options for referring to time rooted in the origo (Bühler
11934). For example, there are prepositional syntagmas of the type PREP+Ntemp, as for
example desde janeiro ‘since January’, or more elaborate ones such as desde a entrada
em vigor do texto… ‘since the coming into force of a [juridical] text…’. Noun phrases
determined by temporal attributes (type N+ADJtemp) like a semana passada ‘last week’
may refer to the past, as do subordinate phrases starting with há ‘it is…ago/since’, as
in the following: há cerca de trinta e cinco anos…ʻ35 years ago/it is approximately
35 years since…’ referring to a duration of time lasting until the moment of utterance,
e.g. rooted in the origo. The reader interested in these subjects and other related ones
might take a look into the grammars (cf. Section 1 and References).
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4 Personal Deixis

In the field of personal deixis in BP, we face a couple of rearrangements and shifts in
the verbal morphology, verbal concordance and sentence structure due to the inser-
tion of the forms você and a gente in the pronominal system, especially in informal
and spoken contexts of BP (e.g. Castilho 2010; Lopes 2007; 2004; 2002; Monteiro
1994). Some of the shifts can already be seen in the following table of personal
pronouns of modern BP. Notice the difference of the mostly written and formal norm
and the reality of informal and spoken BP.

Table 4: Personal pronouns in BP based on Castilho (2010, 477) and Lopes (2007)

Person. Formal BP Informal (spoken) BP

Subject
Pron.

Pron.
completions

Poss. Pron. Subject
Pron.

Pronoun
completions

Poss. Pron.

1st p. sg. eu me, mim,
comigo

meu(s),
minha(s)

eu,
a gente

eu, me, mim,
Prep + eu,
mim

meu(s),
minha(s),
de mim

2nd p. sg. tu, você,
o senhor,
a senhora

te, ti,
contigo,
Prep +
o senhor,
com a
senhora

teu(s),
seu(s),
sua(s)

você/
ocê/
tu

você/ocê/cê,
te, ti, Prep +
você/ocê

teu(s), seu(s),
sua(s), de
você/ocê/cê

3rd p. sg. ele, ela o/a, lhe, se,
si, consigo

dele(s),
dela(s)

ele/ei, ela ele, ela, lhe,
Prep + ele,
ela

dele(s),
dela(s)

1st p. pl. nós nos,
conosco

nosso(s),
nossa(s)

a gente, nós a gente,
Prep +
a gente

nosso(s),
nossa(s),
da gente

2nd p. pl. vós, os
senhores,
as senhoras

vos, convos-
co, Prep + os
senhores, as
senhoras

seu(s),
sua(s)

vocês/
ocês/cês

vocês/ocês/
cês; Prep +
vocês/ocês

seu(s), sua(s),
de vocês/
ocês/ cês

3rd p. pl. eles, elas os/as, lhes,
se, si,
consigo

dele(s),
dela(s)

eles/eis,
elas

eles/eis,
elas, Prep +
eles/eis,
elas

dele(s),
dela(s)

Themost striking difference between the norm of formal BP, and the reality of informal
BP, is the loss of the 2nd person plural pronoun form vós for vocês, and the introduc-
tion of the widely used forms você in variation with tu, and a gente in variation with
nós. These insertions not only affect the pronominal system, but also cause changes in
respective subsystems of possessive and objective pronouns (Lopes 2004, 67).
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The introduction of você and a gente also has its effects on the verbal system of
BP. Even though the use of personal pronouns in BP shows a significant variation in
verbal (dis)concordances, we can still observe a severe reduction of the verbal system
due to the insertion of você(s) and a gente, and the loss of vós in the spoken or
informal personal pronoun paradigm of BP. The reduction in the verbal system due to
personal pronoun changes in BP can be visualized as follows:

Table 5: Personal pronoun paradigm in BP

eu falo

você/tu/ele/a gente fala

vocês/eles falam

In comparison to the EP norm – and the norm still proclaimed in many grammar
books of BP – the verbal paradigm is changed from six to three forms of verbal
conjugation. As one verbal form can refer to up to four different persons in that
scenario, using the personal pronoun to prevent ambiguity becomes rather frequent
in spoken BP. This fuels the debate about BP as belonging to the so-called pro-drop
languages, where the use of the personal pronoun is not obligatory, as the reference is
enclosed in the conjugated verbal form. In the reduced verbal paradigm of BP, there is
a tendency to use the respective personal pronoun in utterances, and hence to no
longer form part of the group of pro-drop languages (cf. Lopes 2007, 103; Weydt 1997,
14; Monteiro 1994).

The personal pronouns você and a gente are different from the other pronouns in
the BP paradigm, as they shifted historically from nouns to pronouns through a long
process of grammaticalisation (Lopes 1998; 2004; 2007). Partly, they maintained
characteristics from their time as nouns, which explains the variation in their use in
informal BP. To begin with, we will have a look at the form você before we bring the
form a gentemore thoroughly into focus.

4.1 Você

The personal pronoun você stems from phonological changes in the ancient address
Vossa Mercê (‘Your Grace’), depicted in the following derivation:

Vossa Mercê > vosmecê > você > ocê > cê
(Castilho 2010, 479).

The last two forms ocê and cê appear as contracted forms of você in spoken BP,
dropping the first syllable in the phonological realization of the word. As we can see,
the initial noun was feminine, but during the process of grammaticalisation into the
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personal pronoun, você lost its gender specification. The same process of change
can be observed in the grammatical form of the person. Vossa Mercê was used to
address kings and nobles, and complied with the verbal forms in the third person
singular form. Within discourse, the third person is considered a “non-person” (não-
pessoa, Bechara 1999, 164; Lopes 2007), which cannot be addressed directly but
needs anaphoric reference, hence elevating the status of the addressed noble-men.
With the grammaticalisation of você, the person switched semantic-discursively from
the third to the second person. However, grammatically, você still belongs to the
third person verbal conjugation. This gap between semantic-discursive content and
grammatical form leads to the high degree of variation in verbal concordance, and
in concordance with other grammatical forms we find in informal speech all over
Brazil (Lopes 2007).

Although in recent grammar books, several grammatical rules of the possible
combinations of você with other grammatical forms can be found (eg. você only with
o/a as objective pronouns and seu/sua as possessive pronouns), Lopes (2007, 103)
concedes a so-called “mistura de tratamento” – ‘a mixed handling’ of personal
pronouns and their objective and possessive counterparts. Hence, we can find você
appearing with forms of te and teu/tua in the second person singular, although it
originally calls for a concordance in the third person singular:

Data 1: Você with third person singular object pronoun and possessive pronoun (cf. Lopes
2007, 103):

Você disse que eu o acharia na faculdade para pegar o seu livro.
ʻYou said I would find you (o: 3rd person) in college to pick up your bookʼ.

Data 2: Second person singular object pronoun and possessive pronoun (cf. Lopes 2007,
103):

Você disse que eu te acharia na faculdade para pegar o teu livro.
ʻYou said I would find you (te: 2nd person) in college to pick up your bookʼ.

The same tendency can be observed regarding the verbal concordances with você. It
requires a conjugated verb in the third person singular mode, but is regularly used
with second person singular forms of the verb (Lopes 2004). Hence, você corre-
sponds with second and/or third person completions and shows no coherent use in
BP, but depending on dialect and region certain varieties choose one of the persons
(Lopes 2007, 110).

Although Castilho (2010, 479) states that the original form tu has been replaced
with você, this is not the case for all Brazilian regions:

“Assim, o pronome você, que se generalizou por todo o Brasil, não conseguiu substituir comple-
tamente o pronome tu em cidades como Fortaleza, que nesse ponto se comporta como Porto
Alegre, ao empregar o tratamento tu com o verbo na terceira pessoa: tu foi, tu quer, tu vai… E isto
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independentemente de qualquer nível de escolaridade ou classe social.” ʻThus, the pronoun você,
which became naturalised throughout Brazil, failed to completely substitute the pronoun tu in
cities like Fortaleza, which in this respect behaves like Porto Alegre, by employing the use of tu
with the verb in the third person: tu foi, tu quer, tu vai…And this (happens) regardless of any level
of education or social class.ʼ (Monteiro 1997, 513; own translation).

Again, a high degree of variation in the use of tu with verbs conjugated in the third
person singular illustrates the ‘mixed handling’ of personal deixis in BP. The citation
also shows that você is not as all-encompassing as Castilho might suggest. The use of
você in Brazil is subject to a high degree of variation, either in its concordance with
other grammatical forms or due to simultaneous appearance with the personal pro-
noun tu. When você co-occurs with tu, both can indicate a different degree of
formality, the former mostly being the more ‘formal’ second person form. For exam-
ple, in regions like Rio Grande do Sul, tu and você represent a pragmatic continuum of
an informal or intimate address with tu ranging over an intermediate level of intimacy
expressed through addressing the other with você. On the other end, o senhor/a
senhora are used to express formality (Da Silva 1999).

4.2 A gente

As in the case of você, the third person plural pronoun a gente ‘our’ also originally
developed from a common noun into the grammatical pronominal form. Lopes (1993;
1998; 2002; 2004) observes several changes in the nature of the noun already starting
in the 13th century, and reaching its – for the time being – last stage of grammaticali-
sation considering number, grammatical gender and person in the 20th century.
During the 19th century, a gente, which originally complies with forms of the third
person singular, begins to appear with forms of the first person plural possessive
pronoun nossa ‘our’. However, the verbal concordance in the third person singular
mode is maintained.

Whereas a gente initially kept its feminine grammatical gender, today, gender
and number of the pronoun depend on the specific referent, visible for instance in
concordant adjectives or verbs used in the utterance. Masculine forms are used
strikingly often as a default form, whereas feminine forms are marked (Lopes 2004,
59). In today’s BP, use of a gente also shows significant variability concerning
concordances with grammatical forms in the first person plural. However, Lopes
(2004, 62) detects that dropping verbal concordance in the third person singular in
favor of the 1st person plural does not occur, at least not with educated speakers in
and around Rio de Janeiro. Hence, forms like the following, found in a song text of the
Brazilian band Ultraje a Rigor, are rather forms of art than of typical language
behaviour:
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Data 3: A gente usedwith verb in first person plural (Ultraje a Rigor, “Inútil”):

“A gente não sabemos, escolher presidente, a gente não sabemos, tomar conta da gente, a gente
não sabemos, nem escovar os dente6 […].”
ʻWe do not know how to make the choice of our president, we do not take care of our people, we
even do not care about brushing our teeth […].ʼ

Research on the use of a gente in alternation with the original form nós proliferated in
the field of Brazilian linguistics during the last decade. One of the main outcomes so
far is that the pronoun a gente appears in every stratum of speakers: non-educated,
semi-educated and educated. Hence, the use of this variety to nós encompasses
Brazilian society as a whole, socially as well as geographically. For example, in her
investigations on the use of a gente in the city of Rio de Janeiro among educated
speakers, Lopes (2004, 70) notices a significant rise in the selection of a gente instead
of nós in the spoken language. Research outcomes not only in Rio de Janeiro, but also
in other parts of Brazil show that the preferential use of a gente is a phenomenon
especially related to younger speakers (Lopes 2004, 70; Da Silva 2010, 70). Therefore,
it can be expected that a gente will gain even more weight in the alternations with nós
in informal BP.

There are other parameters influencing the speakers’ choice for either a gente or
nós. If there is a lower degree of phonetic variation between the conjugated form of a
verb in the third person singular and first person plural, speakers are more prone to
use a gente (eg. fala/falamos). High phonetic variation (eg. é/somos), on the other
hand, more often calls for the use of the pronoun nós (Lopes 2004, 72). Da Silva (2010,
69) found the same phenomenon regarding marked forms of verbal tense. For exam-
ple, with verbs in perfect tense, speakers prefer to use nós over a gente.

Between the two pronouns, there is also a semantic dimension: nós mostly refers
to rather determined or closed groups (speaker + hearer or speaker + specified group).
A gente is supposed to be more open in its reference, rather referring to undetermined
or unspecified groups. However, in the most recent data analysis, the use of a gente is
verified for both determined and undetermined groups and contexts, and the seman-
tic component loses influence (Lopes 2004, 74).

The use of a gente is a phenomenon which is considered to be prevalent in
informal BP, above all in spoken contexts. In written texts, speakers still prefer the use
of nós (Da Silva 2010, 71). Data from 2011 compiled in Sergipe (north-east of Brazil)
nonetheless attests the use of a gente in written texts of university students (dos
Santos/Costa/da Silva 2011). The pronoun alternates with nós still being the pronoun
used more abundantly in the written performance of these educated speakers.
Although a gente is assigned to the spoken realm, it appears in writing showing a

6 See Data 7 below: Popular BP encoding the plural only at the preceding definite article os in contrast
to Standard BP os dentes.
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variation with nós. Further studies will have to follow the possible transition of a gente
into the written mode.

4.3 Ongoing changes in forms of address

Taking all considerations above into account, Lopes (2004, 75) proposes a continuum
of the transition from nós to a gente in the field of BP personal deixis. It entails a varied
and alternated use of the two first person singular pronouns in BP, with a slight
tendency to a gente, at least in informal language of the last decades. The increasing
use of a gente instead of nós in certain contexts is not connected to an education level
or region, but is rather an all-encompassing phenomenon of Brazilian language
change.

Besides a gente, there are other forms of third person singular nouns in the
semantic function of plurality and addressing a multiplicity. The noun pessoal (‘peo-
ple’, ‘folks’), for example, made its way into informal speech of educated speakers as
the following example shows:

Data 4: Third person singular forms used to address a group of several persons (mail of a
university professor from Recife 2014):

“Olá, pessoal!”

Data 5: Confirming the use of pessoal (N singular) ‘guys [people]’ in informal speech of BP
(address of a tourist group by Quilombo dwellers near Paraty; GuSpaBraPoCC,
2012):

“Oi pessoal e bemvindo […]”

We have seen that in the field of personal deixis, we find a highly varied use of
personal pronouns due to a shift in the pronoun paradigm in BP in comparison with
EP. It is that kind of variation which makes it hard to draw a clear-cut map of personal
deixis language use in Brazil, and still calls for further synchronic and comparative
corpus-based research, especially on the use of você and a gente.

5 Discourse Deixis

In spoken BP, two different spatial adverbs may be used as discourse markers: aí ‘at a
middle distance>[and] then’ (see Data 7 below), often found in initial position, and lá
‘distant> well, isn’t it?’ (see Data 6), the latter only in final position (↗30 Discourse
Deixis; cf. section 6 in ↗21 Typology; Jungbluth 2005; 2013; Koch/Oesterreicher 1990;
22011).
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Data 6: The spatial adverb lá ‘distant> well, isn’t it?’ (Martelotta/Votre/Cezario 1996, 245):

[…] era uma doença lá… alguma coisa que ia ter que o/e fazer uma cirurgia
‘It was an illness lá… something I had to undergo a surgical procedure’

Focusing on lá, Martelotta/Votre/Cezario (1996) consider this usage as a process
involving the change of the use of this adverb as evidence for grammaticalisation.
However, on the one hand, both the deictic and the discourse structuring uses coexist;
on the other hand, further research is needed to determine whether it is true that there
was first the spatial use expressed in the form of an adverb, with the discourse use of
the particle of the same form emerging later. Spoken language is ontogenetically and
phylogenetically first, and especially when a narrative discourse is spontaneously
performed, at all times and independent of the language they use, speakers have to
look for verbal or non-verbal ways to structure their speech (Fabricius-Hansen 2000;
Christl 2004). For further discussion on the topic of deictics ‘which do not point’ see
Maaß/Schrott (2010) and↗30 Discourse Deixis.

The early acquisition of the connector aí in BP as first language is confirmed by
Rojo (1996). She shows that looking at picture books with their child(ren), especially
when turning the pages, mothers connect their narrative sequences using the dis-
course connector aí. The same procedure of connecting parts of discourse may be seen
in Data 7, where an inhabitant of a favela in Rio de Janeiro narrates one of her life-
threatening adventures.

Data 7: The spatial adverb aí ‘[and] then’ used as discourse marker in spoken BP:

[1] Eu senti, eu fiquei muito aflito, sabe?
[2] Aí, primeira coisa que eu fiz foi tentar botar a mão [no] no fundo, não é?
[3] Aí, depois qu eu já tinha batido com os peito7 [sic!] na areia, que eu fui elevar a mão,
[4] aí fui acalmar mais,
[5] aí ela me levou até na frente (PEUL 1999, 22).

[1] ‘I felt, I was left very threatened, do you imagine?
[2] Aí, the first thing I did, I was intenting to touch the ground with my hand, isn’t it?
[3] Aí, after I had touched with my chest the sand, I raised my hand up,
[4] aí I calmed down,
[5] aí she (e.g. my hand) carried me forward.’

Interlocutors do not confuse the two uses as their prosodic-phonological form is
different. This fact is disguised by their orthographic form being one and the same for
both. Furthermore, their position in the utterance is usually different as well.

7 See Data 3 above: Popular Brazilian Portuguese encoding the plural only at the preceding definite
article os.
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Table 6: Comparing deictic and discourse connecting uses of the adverb aí in BP
(Jungbluth 2010; 2013)

aí in spoken BP phonol. form8 - word class word order semantic value

deictic use {’esə=ɐ’Í↑/} spatial adverb initial, final,
pro- and post
nominal, post-
pronominal

space at a middle distance
OR/AND belonging to the space
of the hearer

discourse {\ ɐ’i /} connector initial position; underdeterminated;
announcing.

connector cohesion with
preceding
utterance

(topic, list); +/- temporal
sequentiality continuation

When used as connector, the connector remains isolated from the chain of speech.
Either short pauses before and after the discourse particle, or/and a descending and a
raising voicing mark the audible difference in contrast to its deictic use. The semantic
value of the latter refers to a space at a middle distance in opposition to aqui ‘here’
and lá ‘there’ or to a hearer-side space. Used as connector, aí announces continuity of
a topic, or adds a new entry to an already started list. Its connotation is frequently
temporally sequential. The findings may be summed up in characterizing the deictic
as local in space and fluid in speech.

6 Final Remarks

The five sections above aim to give an overview and direct the readers toward
literature where they can find further information on BP and its specific deictic
structures. Summing up, we highlight the two-term-system of demonstratives esse :
aquele (↗15 Structuralism), which may be used in a distance- or a person-oriented
way. The latter cuts an inside-space out of an endless outside one by contrasting esse,
referring to the space of conversation towards aquele for the outside world. When
proximity and distance play a role in the ongoing interaction, spatial adverbs may be
added to the demonstratives esse and aquele, with the aim of referring to a space at
middle distance, for example esse aqui : esse aí : aquele (lá).

The consequences of the change in the system of personal pronouns – where a
gente takes the place of nós, and vocês is used instead of vós – not only affect other
pronoun paradigms, namely possessive and objective pronouns, but also the verbal
system. Speakers of BP use three different forms, two for the singular and one for

8 Prosodic-phonological form.
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the plural (see table 5 above), halving the three forms of singular and the parallel
three of plural inherited from European Portuguese, still sometimes used today in
written BP. Finally, creativity among speakers continues as they invent new forms,
as in the case of the colloquial pessoal, used in informal contexts for addressing a
group of people.
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